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Objectives and Methodology 
Through the course of this report, we aim to provide a status of the current IPX 
environment in terms of trends, services, capabilities and service features offered by the 
IPX providers. We also discuss the possible evolution of IPX based on industry trends 
and discussions we have had with IPX providers and customers. 
 
The research involved the completion of a survey by each IPX provider, followed by, in 
many cases, an interview with key decision makers in that company to expand on the 
survey and discuss thoughts and plans for development of their IPX services through 
2017. A total of 16 companies participated in our survey, and each one was given the 
opportunity to correct or amend their section of the report. 
 
A summary of the key findings of our analysis are outlined below. 
 
 
Ecosystem evolution 

§ The growing number of direct interconnections between the large mobile groups 
will, in our opinion, partly trigger the consolidation of both the wholesale industry 
and the IPX ecosystem. 

§ We expect to see two main categories of IPX providers develop, one being the 
mobile groups and the other the specialized IPX providers. The latter will perhaps 
focus on enabling specific domains of the IP world, possibly IoT, content, security 
or enterprise services, and will therefore become key partners to the large groups 
looking for innovative solutions.  

§ We also expect an increased proliferation of federations, partnerships and white 
label IPX solutions, which will allow IPX providers to complement each other’s 
capabilities and to build a more comprehensive portfolio of innovative services. 

 
Customer evolution 

§ Up-take has not happened across the board with mobile operators yet, as many 
IPX providers still report less than 100 customers interconnected to their platform 
at the end of 2016.  

§ There is a growing interest from OTTs and enterprises when it comes to IPX. 
Nevertheless, it is safe to say that the hope of creating a platform that 
interconnects all types of service providers is still not a reality. 

§ 50% of IPX providers said that they see increasing interest in the IPX platform 
from customers, 20% think their customers are equally interested in the platform 
compared with 1-2 years ago and 13% see a decreasing interest. 

 
Service, capabilities and features evolution 
Voice, data and signalling services 

§ At the end of 2016, services deployed over IPX covered the full spectrum of basic 
voice, data and signalling services, with a growing number of capabilities and 
features being offered to enable interworking, interoperability and number 
portability. 

§ On the VoLTE roaming front, we see that a greater number of IPX providers are 
ready to support VoLTE roaming with home routing (S8HR) than the option using 
local or regional break-out.  

§ We have not seen much evolution in terms of the number portability offering over 
the last 2 years. Fraud management however is a much more popular service 
within the IPX provider community, with all of the top providers offering some sort 
of fraud management service, apart from Hutchison.  

 
Capabilities and Features 

§ HD voice is now supported by 13 of the IPX providers we surveyed, with the 
remaining 3 having this capability on their roadmap. 

§ Transcoding in call/session flow is well supported by most IPX providers, with 13 
of the top 16 IPX providers supporting that capability. Only Hutchison and Orange 
are not planning to support this, with Telia Carrier having included this in their 
roadmap for 2017. 

§ Self-help and automated service provisioning is still at an early stage in IPX, but 4 
of the IPX providers covered in our study currently offer these capabilities to their 
customers.  
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Service innovation 
Innovative digital services - IoT 

§ There is obviously a key role of enabling roaming via the IPX. There could be more 
signalling than data transferred potentially, but the basic business model is 
unchanged. IoT traffic will add pressure on the IPX providers’ services, and 
increased volume may not translate into increased revenue going forward. 

§ Aiming to meet a wider range of needs stretching from providing one-stop shop 
solutions for enterprises wanting to support devices regionally, to providing cloud 
based analytics is the next stage for IPX providers. 

§ A growing number of IPX providers are starting to launch IoT solutions over their 
IPX platform. Now, the next step will be to add value to this proposition, by adding 
intelligence to the transport or by creating end-to-end IoT solutions over IPX. 

 

Voice evolution - VoLTE 

§ A growing number of IPX providers are gearing up to support VoLTE termination 
and VoLTE roaming, with the complexity that it entails. 

§ Many IPX providers are working on ways to obtain portability information and correct 
for this on a call by call basis, and also many providers are working in test and trial 
modes in working through all the interconnect options and coming up with 
approaches to make end to end international VoLTE a reality. 

§ We expect to see an increase in commercial VoLTE traffic during 2017, although no 
sizeable volumes are expected before 2018 and beyond. 

 

Enterprise services 

§ Being able to package and service all aspects of mobile enterprise communication 
in an integrated fashion will become increasingly valuable and may be what mobile 
operators have been looking for to become relevant to enterprises.  

§ Sponsored roaming solutions developed in partnership between the enterprise, the 
mobile operator and the IPX provider in the middle as a facilitator are growing in 
popularity. 

Network evolution 
§ Most IPX providers have not increased the number of major IPX Service PoPs over 

the past two years and some have even decreased them.  

§ IPX providers have continued to expand their number of IPX-IPX interconnect 
agreements in the hope of extending their global IPX reach. By the end of 2016, IPX 
providers had signed on average 20-25 IPX-IPX interconnection agreements. 

§ A number of IPX providers, which did not own an SMS messaging network two year 
ago or were using a partner to deliver that service, now own the network that 
underpins it. NTT, PCCW and Tata Communications, are some of the players. 

§ Many providers have already moved some of their IPX network components to a 
virtualized environment and others have it clearly on the road map.  

§ IPX services established on demand and in real time as a result of NFV and SDN is 
what we expect to see being offered in the future, initially in federations between a 
few IPX providers and finally more generally across the industry. 

§ 5G is all about the access radio link and will probably bring much higher bandwidth 
needs and perhaps a need for controlled routings across IPX networks to minimize 
latency by avoiding circuitous routings between any two operators. 

 
Business Model Evolution 

§ As new services and features are added to the IPX portfolio, pricing schemes are 
continuing to become more complex and varied. We are therefore seeing a 
growing popularity in offering bundled pricing schemes. 

§ Features are also often bundled with other services, such as HD Voice and HD 
Video. Number portability, fraud management and interworking are also charged 
by event, or using a flat recurring monthly fee. Finally, WiFi roaming is either 
charged per event, per subscriber, or per Meg / day. 

§ The blurring of the lines between voice and data service and the introduction of 
VoLTE and ViLTE calls can only accelerate the pressure on the traditional voice 
per minute business model, although it will take quite a long time before this 
transition takes place. 
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More information 
Our IPX report based on interviews and surveys with 16 IPX providers provides an in-
depth view of who the main IPX providers are, how their offering is evolving in terms of 
services, network, access, peering and features. The objectives of this report therefore 
are to: 
 

§ Define the current status of the IPX providers' ecosystem 
§ Better understand how IPX providers' offering are evolving 
§ Identify new IPX services and features being developed 
§ Understand how peering agreements are evolving and how it may impact IPX 

going forward 

§ Define the differences in service providers' offering and capabilities 
 
 
Who should purchase this report: 
 

§ IPX providers seeking to understand how the segment is evolving in terms of 
services, customers, competitors and how they are positioned within the overall 
IPX ecosystem. 

§ IPX customers needing to understand the different service offerings and 
providers to define how they can benefit from IPX, who to buy it from and how it 
can help them grow their business. 

§ IPX vendors looking to understand the needs of IPX providers and customers 
and where new opportunities will come from. 

 
Report price: US$1,800 
Number of pages: 111 
Publishing date: March 2017 
Format: pdf 
 
For more information or to order this report, please contact us at: 
 
Tel:   +1 514 270 1636 
e-mail:   sales@hottelecom.com 
 
or visit the following page: http://www.hottelecom.com/reports/IPX-2017.html 
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